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Introduction
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the UK Data Protection Act 2018 make privacy-by-design
a key legal requirement, under the term ‘data protection by design and by default’.
The GDPR mandates Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA). An effective DPIA will help to ensure that
potential data protection and privacy issues and risks are identified at an early stage so that they can be
addressed by implementing a privacy-by-design model that will improve compliance with data protection
and privacy laws and standards. This formal assessment must be completed from the start of implementing
a new system, project, or change.
The purpose of this document is to provide a clear overview to guide staff through the DPIA process and
should be used alongside existing project management and risk management methodologies to ensure that
data protection privacy risks are minimised whilst allowing the aims of the project to be met.

What is a DPIA
The Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) is a tool which helps assess data protection and privacy risks
to individuals in the collection, use and disclosure of information.
The core principles of conducting a DPIA can be applied to any project which involves the use of personal
data, or to any other activity which could have an impact on the privacy of individuals, the protection of their
personal data and can be used for a number of situations such as:
•

A new IT system for storing and accessing personal data.
This could be a spreadsheet, simple database or full scale clinical system.

•

A proposal to identify people in a particular group or demographic and initiate a course of action, for
example a mail shot.

•

Using existing data for a new and unexpected (by the data subject) or more intrusive purpose.

•

A new surveillance system (especially one which monitors members of the public or patients) for
example Wi-Fi tracking or tagging

•

A new database which consolidates information held by separate parts of the organisation.

•

Legislation, policy or strategies which will impact on privacy through the collection of use of
information, or through surveillance or other monitoring.

•

A data sharing initiative/agreement where two or more organisations seek to share, pool or link sets
of personal data.

A project which has included a DPIA at the very start of the project, and updated as the project progresses,
should result in the project being less privacy intrusive and therefore less likely to affect individuals in a
negative way. The reasons to undertake a DPIA include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To identify privacy risks to individuals;
To identify privacy, data protection and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance
liabilities for your organisation;
To instil public trust and confidence in your project, process, tool, service, policy etc.;
To inform your communications strategy (how you will inform your service users, citizens);
To support public transparency as DPIAs are disclosable under the Freedom of Information Act;
To avoid expensive, inadequate “bolt- on” solutions;
To protect the reputation of the organisation;
To reduce the likelihood of regulatory action against the organisation.

Digital transformation
Some information systems such as databases, imaging systems, tracking and tagging functions, GPS devices,
medical and diagnostic equipment, paper filing systems, processes and policies may collect personal data. If
you are implementing one of these and there may be any change to the way personal data is processed or
used, you must undertake a DPIA or refresh a previously undertaken relevant DPIA.
You must log your intention to run a digital project or change to an existing information system via your
organisation’s Information Governance Department. In accordance with your local change and other relevant
local governance process, you will be asked to provide the completed DPIA (e.g. when you submit a change
control request).
Data flows
Best data protection and privacy assessments give ample consideration to flows of data. A data flow map is
a graphical representation of the data flow and includes:





Incoming and outgoing data;
Organisations and/or people sending/receiving information;
Storage for the ‘Data at Rest’ i.e. system, filing cabinet, encryption used;
Methods of transfer.

Once the Change / Project has been approved by the local governance body, the flow mapping of data must
be transferred and included into your organisation’s overall data flows map, which is part of the data
protection and security toolkit and a requirement of the General Data Protection Regulation.
Any risks identified by completing the DPIA must be entered onto the project risk register and if required
escalated onto the relevant level risk register.

Responsibility for conducting a DPIA
The person requesting or leading the project or change is expected to complete the DPIA using the guidance
contained within this document to help focus on the privacy (including security) issues of the project or
change.
The person completing the DPIA should involve other stakeholders who may have appropriate skills although
the DPIA is intended to be completed by non-experts.
When the completed DPIA is submitted to your organisation’s IG Department, it will be reviewed by the local
information governance lead, who can be consulted outside the process as required.
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Data Flow Map
The following data flow map describes the categories of information to be shared between healthcare
organisations and Adult Social Care in Lambeth and Southwark.

Project / Change risks identified and actions required.
Residual risks must be entered onto the Trust risk register.
Risk

High/Low Action

Timescale

By Whom

Information Governance
data
breach
may
damage the credibility
and reputation of the
project and wider LCR
programme

Low

Ongoing

All LCR partner
organisations

Record, assess,
investigate and respond
promptly to any possible
LCR information
governance breaches

Further Information
Further guidance is available from the information commissioner’s web site. The Privacy Impact
Assessment Code of Practice provides the relevant templates and further details on how the process
should work. The code of practice can be found at
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1595/DPIA-code-of-practice.pdf
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References
Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Caldicott Principles
NHS Digital Data Protection and Security Toolkit
The National Data Guardian’s 10 Data Security Standards
Department of Health Information Security Management Code of Practice
Information Commissioner’s Office and the Information Governance Alliance guidance documents
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